A legszebb karácsonyi ajándék

Dr. Papp Lajos (jobbról) és Patrubány Miklós ajánlja az évtized könyvét, a Magyarságtudományi tanulmányok magyar és angol kiadását

Tel: +36-1-267-4512/308-as mellék, e-mail: terjesztes@mvsz.hu
SELECTED STUDIES IN HUNGARIAN HISTORY

In the science of Hungarianology, there has been for a long time a great need for a complete study that would include the newest research in all fields of knowledge, which, by presenting a synthesis of this research, would disperse the fog surrounding the Finno-Ugric theory, which has been the accepted basic linguistic theory of the origin of the Hungarian language, for more than a hundred and fifty years. The book, Selected Studies in Hungarian History (Magyarságtudományi tanulmányok) fills this void by presenting studies by 29 well-known Hungarian scholars from Hungary and abroad. This volume contains 37 independent yet connected studies about the history of the Hungarians and peoples related to them, covering topics from ancient history to the Hungarian Revolution and Freedom Fight of 1848. It presents an overview of the culture of the Hungarians, their music, language, literature, folk traditions and religion and most importantly touches on the topic of the most honored relic of the Hungarian nation, the Holy Crown. The editor-in-chief, László Botos, the President of the Institute of Hungarian Studies (Magyarságtudományi Intézet), based in the USA, selected those studies that would present a general picture of the huge territory of knowledge that we call Hungarianology. Even the reader who is unfamiliar with this theme will find the studies understandable and informative.

The clearly presented material will not only capture his interest but will also provide answers to many questions which have previously remained unanswered. Without the thorough analysis of these questions, it is improbable that the Hungarians would find their way out of the economical, moral, and social crisis of the 21st century which has had such deep impact on them in the Carpathian Basin. We recommend this book to all those who are employed in an official diplomatic capacity, so that they might gain insight into the history and mentality of the Hungarians.

A legszebb harácsonyi ajándék

Harminchenthet létlenülcső tanulmány magyar, illetve angol nyelvű kiadvásson, 850 oldalon a világ legnevesebb magyar történeti, tudósai és egyetemi tanárai tollából.

Megrendelés

A magyar és az angol nyelvű könyv ara a Kárpát-medencében egységesen 4900 Ft, a Kárpát-medencén kívül 20%-il illetve 30%-il.

A teljes bevétele A Magyarok VII. Világkongresszusának költségét térít.

Rendelje meg 4 ismerősének a könyvet, az 5-et ajándékaiba küldjük.

Megrendelés a terjesztés@mvvs.hu elektronikus címen, illetve telefonon a következő számón:

+36-1-267-45-12/308